




FROM THE EDITORIAL TEAM

'Coming together is a beginning;
Keeping together is progress;
Working together is success.'

It is with immense joy and pride , we welcome you to the first 
edition of our Junior school newsletter ' Royal Mirror Kids' . 
The last two months have been extremely busy for our little 
ones . It is a new academic year and our little tots got artsy 
by dabbling their hands in a profusion of colours and created 
crafts and obet d' art.
We had an array of activities, workshops and events across 
junior school with the students participating with exuberance. 
It was an arresting sight to watch the students engaged in 
their work after the reopening of the school. May we continue 
to put forward many more delightful works of the children in 
the coming days and showcase their talents with this effort. 
Happy Reading.

Nabanita Baruah 
Mayuri Medhi
Sehanara Rahman 

Sanjukta Borah
Subhalaxmi Bora

Lesley Morris Momin



Costume Clan Contest

When creativity blends with talent, a new concept of self discovery takes place. 
 
"All the world's a stage, and all the men and women merely players." 
- William Shakespeare
     
Colours, attires, new ideas burst forth and produce results which are truly spectacular 
and scintillating. 
 
We had the Costume Clan Contest of pre-primary students. It was a mother and child 
act, which showcased their creativity and talent.
 
It was an amazing experience where the parents, children and the judges had a       
memorable time.



Labour Day (Special Assembly)

“All labour that uplifts humanity has dignity and importance, and hence should be undertaken with 
painstaking excellence.”
To celebrate the painstaking effort of the labour force, who work tirelessly, Students of grade 
IV celebrated Labour Day with great zeal. Labour Day is a reminder to us that these are the real 
architects of our society, and they deserve their due respect. A poem dedicated to our didis and 
bhaiyas was recited followed by a heart touching skit 
presentation which almost  brought tears to our eyes. Children made beautiful 'Thank you cards' 
and brought chocolates for the support staff.The assembly forged better understanding between 
the labour community and our students who must learn to respect and appreciate their efforts and  
be thankful to everyone.



Rongali Bihu Celebration

A special assembly was organized for the students of  Pre Primary and Primary Sections 
to celebrate one of the major festivals of Assam that is Rongali Bihu, which is also 
known as Bohag Bihu thatushers the beginning of the Assamese New Year. The assembly 
started with the prayer  “Nisinu tumak kot asa probhu…”, followed by a speech on the 
importance of celebrating this festival and a poem recitation. The main attractions of 
the assembly were the ‘Husori‛ 
performance followed by two enthralling Bihu dances which set the tone for the festive 
season. A very important ritual of this festival called ‘Bihur Hewa Jonuwa‛ was shown 
to the students where all the respected dignitaries – Chairman Dr Ashok Pansari , 
Member of Management Ms. Harsha Pansari , Principal Ms. Anubha Goyal, Vice Principal 
Binita Jain, Headmistress Ms. Debdutta Bera Adhya  were felicitated with a “Phulam 
Gamucha'' and the students seeked blessings from them by touching their feet. Princi-
pal ma‛am addressed the assembly and wished everyone a very happy and prosperous 
Rongali Bihu. The tiny tots of the pre primary section dressed in traditional attire 
amazed everyone with their vibrant and scintillating Bihu dance moves. The assembly 
ended with the state anthem.



Elocution and Do As You Like Competition

“No job is too big, and no action too small, the care of our Mother Earth is a job for 
us all.”

Students of Primary Wing took active part in the Elocution and Do as you like            
competitions.The theme for the event was ‘Environment‛, and the participants showcased 
their talents as they came dressed in appropriate costumes depicting the various hues of 
nature and spoke passionately on how to save Mother Earth and make it a better place 
to live. The participants amazed the audience with their exuberance and enthusiasm. 
Both the events were organized to instill the values of conserving  mother earth and 
enhance the public speaking skills of the students. 



Tagore Jayanti Celebration

A Nobel laureate, a playwright,a poet par excellence and the one who gave us our 
National Anthem ~ Rabindranath Tagore.
 
He renounced his knighthood as a protest against the Jallianwala Bagh Massacre ! 
Students of grade III put up a special assembly to offer their esteemed regards to the 
Bard of Bengal. The little ones enthralled the gathering by their melodious rendition of 
Rabindra Sangeet. They winded off their assembly by captivating everyone with their 
gracious movements in sync with the melody of Rabindra Sangeet. 



Visit to State Botanical Zoo

Learning is absorbing and 
absorbing is experiencing...
Keeping this in mind ,the 
students of Grade 4 visited 
the State Botanical Zoo 
Garden. The students 
enjoyed thoroughly watching 
the animals that include the 
monkeys, chimpanzees,
colourful birds and  specially 
the lions, hollock gibbons and 
the majestic giraffe. It was 
indeed enthralling to witness 
these young minds peeping 
through the walls,eagerly 
waiting for the animals to 
come out of their habitats.  
The students adhered to the 
rules to be followed while 
visiting the zoo and had a 
real life experience on zoo 
manners.



Trip to Gauhati University Botanical Garden

In the words of John Burroughs, "I go to books and to 
nature as the bee goes to a flower, for a nectar that I 
can make into my own honey." Keeping this in view, this 
educational tour to Botanical Garden of Gauhati Universi-
ty was organised for the students of Grade 3. It was a 
fun-filled trip for the students.



Educational Trip to State Science Museum

Education is not confined within the four walls of a classroom. Students learn more by 
observing,by asking questions and the urge to find out the why and the how. 
The students of Pre Primary, Grade I &  V of Royal Global School were taken on an 
Educational Trip to the Science Museum.
As soon as the students boarded the bus their faces lit up ! Once inside the Museum 
the kids were a sight to behold . Their gleeful laughter reverberated the entire museum 
and brought to life a dull and gloomy day with an overcast sky. 
The students experienced first hand the process of Photosynthesis , understood what 
a balanced diet comprised of , saw a model of the Oil Refinery, attempted a quiz,played 
with the Chaotic ball, had a gala time with the head on a platter,sat on the Nail chair, 
experienced liquid painting, played the organ pipes, experienced kaleidoscope , played 
with the acrobatic stick. The tour of the Science Museum ended with the student's visit 
to that part of the gallery that showcased India's achievement in Science. This        
exhibition is a tribute to 75 years of India's Independence.



A Visit to Akshaya Patra Foundation

"Respect for food is a respect for life, for what we are and what we do!" To sensitise 
the young minds of our students the school has organised a field trip to The Akshaya 
Patra Foundation, Guwahati on 27th May 2022(Friday) for the students of Grade II. 
The students were enlightened to be able to peek into the activities of the kitchen, and 
the various practices followed by them inside the kitchen with regards to the        
cleanliness, maintenance, quality checks, where they offer some variety along with 
nutrition.
After visiting the kitchen, the students went for prayer at the temple and had the 
'prasad' thereafter.
The students had an enriching experience about food and hygiene and how different 
people are involved in helping and serving others. It also evoke a sense of responsibility 
and humanity in the young minds.
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Primary Avid Readers

“A book is a gift you can open again and again”. 

To inculcate the reading habits among the young readers of the school, an 
initiative has been taken by Royal Global School to acknowledge the most 
enthusiastic readers among the young readers of Primary Wing. The passion-
ate readers are invited for a Reader‛s Appreciation High- tea with the Head 
of the school, Principal Anubha Goyal ma‛am. 

The first Avid Readers of the session 2022 are – Hitanshi Bajaj (Grade I), 
Isam R Saikia (Grade II), Khyati Nath (Grade III), Ishita Arora (Grade IV), 
Jiya Jain (Grade V). These budding readers spent a cozy and informal evening 
with their beloved Principal Anubha Ma‛am where the students enthusiastically 
discussed with her about the books they read.



Storytelling Workshop For Primary Students

“The more that you read, the more things you will know. The more that you learn,the 
more 
places you‛ll go.” Dr. Seuss.
Reading helps us understand the world around us and enhances our creative communica-
tions skills. With such objectives in mind Royal Global School organized a Storytelling 
workshop by Ms. Amita Khare and Ms. Vidya Padmanabham for the Primary students.
They amused the students with a very expressive and comical display of emotions and 
powerful gestures. Each simple story came alive with their animated performance and 
kept the children enthralled till the very end. After the enactment of the stories stu-
dents participated in quiz and solved word puzzles, which has really encouraged them to 
read more books.



Pottery Workshop for Primary Students

Students of pre-primary and  primary sections, had a hands on experience 
about using a Potter's wheel and creating diyas. The fascinated and    
mesmerized students watched in awe as the potter held their hands and 
helped them with their creations. When the students were asked what 
was their experience like, they said it was a memorable and unforgettable 
experience. Some even went to the extent of saying that it was once in a 
lifetime experience.
By introducing students to the Potter's wheel, the school wanted the  
students to experience the exhilarating experience of contentment that 
one feels when one creates things.
The skills acquired were how to coordinate and to focus.



Hydroponics Session For Grade IV And V

Students of  Grade IV and V of Royal Global School had a session on Hydroponics. 
It's about Urban farming and teaching children how to grow their own vegetables 
within the limited space that urban apartments have.
The main motive of the session was to drive home the point about the hazards of 
using chemical manures and its ill effects on  health. So how to grow your own 
vegetables where there is paucity of space ? 
The skills acquired were how to grow your own vegetables through hydroponics 
without soil and sunlight and through artificial lights and zero chemicals.



Sustainability Through Eco Bricks

Active Eco-club members from 4th to 12th grade took part in making eco-bricks 
to observe Earth Day in the school under the initiative of the IAYP and Interact 
Club members under the guidance of the Moderator, Suman Bhuyan. 
There is no question that Earth has been a giving planet. Everything humans have 
needed to survive, and thrive, was provided by the natural world around us. But 
the lack of responsibility and awareness makes us unable to take care of our planet 
the way we should have. 
Eco bricks are zero cost, reusable, lightweight, easy to work with, and most      
importantly, repurpose the plastic that‛s rapidly threatening to take over our    
ecosystems. Students collected plastic wastes and made eco-bricks which in the 
long run will be part of a broader project.  They also took a pledge to teach the 
craft to other students so that they can learn to manage the waste and save the 
planet.









WINGS OF IMAGINATION

 If I could fly , what could I do?
Way up high , I‛d look down at you.
 I‛d soar up high in the starry sky,

And meet dear Polka to whom I once said bye 
.

 I‛d play on clouds and bounce about ,
No one would hear me so I‛d sing out loud.

 I‛ d go up there and touch the moon,
And fly further to reach Neptune.

 
But me having wings is mere fiction ,

So I‛d fly using my wings of imagination.

by Anahita Das
Grade III-B

SHINCHAN 

When I used to wake up,
I only dreamt of you, just waited to meet you 

once more….
You were my buddy, my best friend to spend 

time with.
Waiting whole day to get a glimpse of you,

You were always my dear,
You would be my buddy all my life through.

Snigdha Das
Grade III-C



EXPERIENCE DURING ONLINE AND OFFLINE CLASSES

I, Devansh Agarwal, student of class II-C am going to share my      
experience during online and offline classes. My online classes were 
great. Teachers arranged each class in such a way that I didn‛t face 
any difficulty. It introduced me to the world of technology where 
there is a large scope of learning new things in a more interesting way. 
Online classes make education more fun learning through visual display.
But when I started going to school, i.e. offline classes, I found it to 
be more realistic and holistic. The ambience of my school is very  
beautiful. I can meet my teachers and friends face to face. I can play 
sports as my school has may sports options. During offline classes, I 
also experience road trip with my teachers and friends which was 
thrilling. I also watched a movie with them in school. Learning is great 
in all the little things that we do together in school.
Either it is online or offline, my school imparts me best education in 
both the ways. 
 
Devansh Agarwal
Grade II-C

MY FIRST FIELD TRIP

One day ma‛am informed us that we are going on a field trip. I was 
very excited about it. When I told my mom about it, she exclaimed 
“Wow! Jisha this is going to be your first field trip, you will enjoy it 
very much.” The day before the field trip I was overjoyed, I had to 
pack many things a cap, a bottle, etc. I had to sleep early otherwise 
I would have not been fresh the next day. On the day of the field trip, 
I got ready and went to school, Ma‛am asked us to get ready and make 
the line height wise. On the field, a guide also joined us, he told us 
about plants and trees. I saw money plants, Kopou phul, white lotus and 
lilies too. We saw monkeys and beehives too. We took group photos. 
While returning back we had our short break tiffin. After finishing 
school, we went home. I hugged my mother and told her “I enjoyed a 
lot.”

Jisha Jain
Grade III-A



COFFEE WITH PRINCIPAL

On the 24th May, finally I got the chance to go on a date with our 
Principal, Anubha Goyal ma‛am for being the Avid reader of the month. 
The books which led me towards this achievement were the Harry 
Potter series, books written by Ruskin Bond, some classic novels and 
many more. The date was quite a special one. We went to ‘Mocha 
restaurant‛ which is located in G.S Road. We had so much fun there. 
We ate fries, nachos, pizza and cake as dessert. We played a lot of 
games and clicked photographs with ma‛am. This was a memorable 
experience for me which I will cherish forever. Thank you Royal Global 
School for really motivating us to read more books.

Jiya Jain
Grade V-C MY KERELA TRIP

My family and I took a five day trip to Kerela during a short Easter and 
Bihu break. We took a flight from Guwahati Airport to Kolkata, and 
from there another flight to Cochin (Kochi). As we arrived in Kochi, we 
started on a two hour road journey to a village called Kumarakom, which 
is famous for its backwaters.
We stayed in a eco-friendly resort named Kumarakom Lake Resort. It 
was a beautiful and peaceful place surrounded by nature.
There were many activities for children at the resort. I tried pottery 
making, basket weaving and fishing. My little sister and I went swimming 
.We swam and played in the water..
We also went for a sunset cruise and got to capture many beautiful    
pictures of the sunset. I also spotted many kinds of pretty birds.
Kerela cuisine is delicious. I enjoyed having dosa, idli, vada, sambhar, 
uttapam and many different types of sea-food. When it got too hot in 
the afternoon, we sipped fresh coconut water. In the evenings we drank 
filtered coffee and ate various kinds of Kerela tea-time snacks.
The resort had many birds and beautiful flowers and lush greenery. It 
was set against the backdrop of India‛s longest lake, Vembanad.
It was a fun and memorable trip. The beautiful place, delicious food, 
outdoor activities, birds and animals made the holiday a truly joyful one.

 Zephirine. K. Kharpuri 
Grade III-A



NARCISISM

It was springtime in Southern California. A new park had just been opened, known as 
the ‘‛Springtime park‛‛. The newspaper man was delivering this news to everyone. Emma 
was comfortably sitting in her lounge, drinking some coffee which had a rich aroma. 
As she got this news, she jumped off her couch and swiftly bolted to her father and 
asked for 200 dollars. Her father replied “ofcourse dear, but why? She told him all 
about the new Springtime park. “Ok , but there will be too much heat and sunlight, 
will you be able to stand it? Her father asked. Ofcourse Papa, she replied. Then out 
she went of the room to get dressed in comfortable clothes. As she reached the park, 
she got off her jeep and dashed  to the ticket counter. After getting her ticket she 
saw a man sitting near the ticket counter, but paid no attention to him. As the man 
saw her, he was sure that she was very rich , by looking at her clothes and glossy 
goggles. He went and begged and asked her for 400 dollars. Emma asked him , why he 
needed that money. He replied that his children were crying to come to the park. 
Emma thought for a second and replied that she had that kind of money , but she 
would not spend it on a destitute. His eyes filled with tears on hearing her reply. Emma 
went inside the park and had a great time, as she came out of the park , she saw her 
mother, Lisa waiting to pick her up. The man saw the rich Lisa and begged and asked 
her for 400 dollars. Without listening to a single word , Lisa gave the money to the 
poor man. The man joined his hands and said thank you. He went back home very 
happily. He could bring his children to the park and they all had a world of fun.

By Navya Harlalka 
Grade V-C

A BIG BAD MOUSE

Sshh  SShh!!  We are entering the deep dark woody forest. Sam will hear us. Sam 
is a mysterious , monstrous mouse. He has two horns, his eyes are as red as fire, 
and he has poisonous spikes on his back.
He goes to eat the magical apricots. These apricots have powers which make Sam 
stronger and enormous. Whoever sees him, run away and hide. You know why??? He 
eats them up.

By Samar Siotia
Grade II-A



 LIMERICK

Five men sitting at a market place,
Eating apples and mangoes fresh.

They laughed very loud,
When a fire broke out,

Five men sitting were charred in their 
place.

By  Devishi Das
Grade V-C

 THE BOY AND THE BAKER

There was a baker baking a cake
Came in a boy and asked for a shake,

Baker said “ I bake only cake”
Boy said “Take a break and make a shake”
Outstanding suggestion to include shakes,

So that kids can come
And enjoy their break.

By Ishita Arora 
Grade IV-B

MY MOTHER

On this Mother‛s Day….
Mom, I want to celebrate it just my way…

   Good times or bad time…
  You were always there….

May it be Mother‛s Day or any normal day…
   Even I am always here……

From my first breath and yet…..
You guided me well in every step….

Brushing my teeth to combing my hair
You make me look perfect in all affair…
Helping in studies or making me eat…..

You‛ll always be my dire need…..
No matter how many tantrums I throw….

You manage to keep me in row….
You always give me immense space….

You are my perpetual place .

By Varnica Jain
Grade V-C



GOT BACK TO SCHOOL

It was nice to go back to school
After two years of Pandemic.

It was boring at home.
I was excited, to see my friends and meet new teachers.

One more thing, online classes were interesting at the beginning
But afterwards distance learning was hard.

Reading and writing on computer caused pain in my eyes and 
fingers.

I understand everything better in classes, than the online lessons.
In school , there is more positivity and a better learning process.

By Sahajpreet Singh
Grade V-C

THE LOST RING OF MRS. MING

One day, Mrs. Ming,
Had lost her diamond ring.

She said; “ it was so precious to me,
I drowned my sorrow in a cup of tea.

I was stressed ,
My home became messed.
I had looked everywhere,

But it was nowhere.
One day, I was walking through town,

And I saw a mound,
Inside lay my diamond ring,

And that made me a happy Mrs. Ming.”

By Aanya Goel
Grade V-B



THE DIAMOND EARRING

On the day of my birthday, I went to the jewellery shop. I chose a beautiful pair 
of rose- shaped earring and was very excited to wear them for the party. I came 
back home and kept the earrings in the drawer and went downstairs to have my 
lunch. After finishing my lunch, I went upstairs and found that the earrings were 
nowhere to be seen. I immediately asked everyone to look for them, but even 
after searching for hours ,we could not find them. I went to the Police station 
and filed a complaint. The Police investigated the matter and found footprints in 
my room that did not match any   human. I had lost all hope and moved on with 
my life. One day, as I went to feed my cat, I saw that my precious pair of       
earrings were lying on the cat‛s bed. I was shocked and excited at the same time, 
on finding them there. From that day onwards, I kept my earrings very safe.

By  Rupal Jain
Grade V-B.

MY VISIT TO PURI

During the winter vacation, along with my family members, we went for a trip to 
Puri on the 26th of December. It was a very enjoyable trip. I was excited to 
travel by aeroplane after so long. I bought some foreign chocolates at the Kolkata 
airport which were very delicious. Late in the evening at around 8, we reached the 
hotel in Puri. After having my dinner, I fell fast asleep. Next day I woke up early 
, and went to visit the famous Jagannath temple. I was afraid to see lots of 
people pushing each other to enter the temple. Inside the temple I saw a huge 
idol of Lord Jagannath.
Next day , we went to the sea beach where I enjoyed myself a lot. I swam for 
hours and spent about half a day at the beach swimming and eating fish fry and 
lots of tasty chaats. I was extremely happy. I did some shopping also in Puri. I 
returned home with some wonderful memories.

By Dishanjit Goswami
Grade II-B



RUBY AND RICKY

There was a girl named Ruby, she was very honest and pretty. One day she woke 
up early and was very happy because that day it was her birthday.
Father: "Happy birthday Ruby, any gift of your choice ?Tell me dear!"
Ruby: "I would love to have a pet bird Papa!"
They went to a pet shop. Suddenly Ruby noticed a cute parrot walking very fast 
from side to side.
Ruby: "Wow! That's a cute parrot. Papa, will you please buy for me that parrot?"
Father: "Sure! "
Ruby thought-"It is the happiest day because I am going to have a pet of my 
own." 
For two and a half months  the parrot stayed with Ruby. She  took good care of 
the parrot and named him Ricky. Ruby played with Ricky ,gave him food on time. 
She used to say bye to Ricky before she goes to school. 
One day she woke up and peeked through the window near her  bed. She saw a 
flight of birds eating starfruits , flying high in the sky and eating the juicy      
starfruits again and enjoying. She then thought of Ricky and felt sad! -"I wish 
Ricky   could enjoy with them. But he is locked in a cage alone." Next morning, 
Ruby opened  the cage, took him on her hands, kissed and let him fly and enjoy 
with his
other friends. She was sad because she will not be able to play  with
Ricky anymore but happy too, as he was free. Ruby watched Ricky as he flew high 
in the sky!!!

By Nirvi Krishna Goswami   
Grade III-B



NATURE

Everything is nature,
God gave us this feature.

Birds fly in the sky,
And mountains are so high.

 
Trees are green,

And water is so clean.
We are not kind to it.
We are only harming it.
But it never betrays

It always gives us right way.
Please leave it as it is,

Don‛t try to play with it.

By Chahek Pansari,
Grade V-A

 QUEEN OF HILLS

While the Corona Virus was affecting the masses
I was busy studying in my online classes

Then came the month of November
The best month I would always remember
My father planned a vacation to Manali

It was going to be my best trip with family
It was my first trip to mountains

I heard there were lots of hills, trees and fountains
We reached Manali via Shimla by road

It was truly nothing less than God‛s own abode
There were Trees, valleys and mountain everywhere
I felt like there could be no such place elsewhere.

Finally I got the opportunity to touch and play with snow,
All I could see was snow mountains and green meadow

Even though the weather was freezing
But everything there was so pleasing.

I wish to go to Manali again
Hope I shall get another call from the mountain.

By Hashiv Gupta 
Grade IV-A

FUN!     

Away to the park,
And into the sun,
Out on the slides,

There is fun!
Fun in the rain!

Fun beneath the trees!
Fun on the grass,

And enjoy the breeze.
I enjoy all above,

When my homework is done,
Because studies are also,

Fun! Fun! Fun!

By Arz Arora
Grade IV-C



A TRIP TO DEEPOR BEEL

On the 28th of April, at around 9:30 A.M. in the morning, after the 1st 
period , the class teachers of Grade II took the students of Grade II for 
a field trip to Deepor Beel in the school bus.
We were very excited about the trip. Me and my friend Berlin sat togeth-
er. We had lots of fun with our friends and class teacher Neelam Maám. 
She clicked our photos and pointed to us the nearby places like Balaji 
temple, Inter State Bus Terminus etc. We carried few snacks like fruits, 
chips, chocolates and many things to eat during the trip. On the way we 
shared all the snacks with each other and ate our favourite things.
Deepor Beel is located to the south west of Guwahati city. It is a fresh 
water lake. We saw a wonderful view of the lake. There were beautiful 
birds with various colours and sizes, people rowing boats, and a railway 
track near the lake. Deepor Beel is simply beautiful.
It was a lovely experience. This day will be a very memorable day of my 
life. We did not want the trip to end as this was the first time we went 
on a field trip after the Covid -19 Pandemic. We learnt a lot and made 
many memories with our friends and loveable class teacher. We came back 
happy to school and and carried back font memories. It was a beautiful 
trip.

By Aishani Newar
Grade II-B



Riddles

Sudoku

1. What has words but never speaks ?
2. What has hands but no feet, a face but no eyes, tells but does not talk ? 
3. What food lives at the beach? 
4. What has teeth but cannot eat ?
5. What goes up but never comes back down ?

Answers: 
1. A book 
2. Clock 
3. A sandwich 
4. A comb
5. Your age



Spot the Differences



Help the sun find it's way to the flower



December 2019 , the first cases of Corona viruses were detected ! The world    
panicked ! We the educators too. But along with our anxiety we had to adapt to a 
totally new mode of Education ; the Online mode. After a lot of workshops, hiccups 
and learning we mustered the art of Online mode of Education. But as days length-
ened to months,which expanded to years , not one but two years,we were missing 
our kids and our classes immensely.
Then came 2022 and after a gap of two years , it feels so normal to do offline 
classes. We realised what we were missing ! 
It feels so nice to have the children amidst us. The classrooms are filled with their 
innocent banter and their queries. It is heartwarming to see  the bond they share 
with their peers  The corridors are reverberating with their gleeful laughter. Now 
as we sit back and think what we were actually missing, just as a house becomes a 
home because of the people who live in it , otherwise it is of no use ,similarly the 
school building is useless without the children to fill them in.

By - Mrs. Indira B. Deka

Congratulations to Ritisha Myra Rajbongshi for representing the Assam team in 
the MPL 10th National School under 09 Chess Championship 2022(Girls Category) 
at Bhuvaneshwar for securing the 18th position with 5.5 points. She has been     
qualified to participate in the upcoming Western Asia Chess Championship which is 
going to be held in the Maldives.






